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Excel Template Tools 1. A list of templates should appear under layout templates. Repeating groups: Often in
Excel templates, you will want a unique row for each record in the data set. You must manually manage this
tab as you begin to remove field mappings from the spreadsheet. Add a data set. When you Save this data will
be updated in IBP. BI Publisher allows you to create data sets from multiple data sources. The system does not
create a batch input session. Environments and Downloads 1. Enter the yearly plan value per cost center and
per GL acct combination. If the data source you are looking for is not listed, it will need to be added to the BI
Publisher environment as a global data source. A few particularly useful tools are discussed below. Data set
per Excel tab: Creating the Report 1. In this case, my data set contains one row for every row I want in the
Excel list, and all the data I want repeated is from the same BI Publisher data set see notes on building a data
model for an Excel template. This report uses a SQL query data set. Once uploaded back to the Oracle
Business Intelligence suite, the Excel template can be controlled and distributed like all other BI Publisher
reports. In the example below, I am looking for a list of affiliates with their respective rebate percentage. Keep
in mind that you are planning to burst this report to only include one account, affiliate, etc. Plan Cost Centers
In this process the planning via spreadsheet can be done. This data model introduction is intentionally brief. I
have already created my Excel template and mapped my data model fields to the appropriate Excel cells as
shown below: If I preview my report at this point, I only get one line of data which is presumably the first
record of the BI Publisher data set. The Excel cell name will be on the right and the field name will be on the
left. To add data fields to the Excel Spreadsheet, highlight the cell where you want the data, then double-click
on the field in the data list.


